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HAVERGAL BRIAN
Peter Hill (piano)
Christopher Kay (narrator)
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St. Paul’s Cathedral Choir
Christopher Deamley (organ)
Conductor: Barry Rose

EAST-WEST ENCOUNTERS
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DOUGLAS YOUNG/LEWIS CARROLL
Peter Easton (narrator) Leicester Schools SO
Conductor: Peter Fletcher

Other recent releases

HAVERGAL BRIAN

Orchestral Works Volume 1
English Suite No. 1
Doctor Merryheart: Comedy Overture
Fantastic Variations on an Old Rhyme
GOCLP 9010

Orchestral Works Volume 2
In Memoriam
For Valour
Festal Dance
GOCLP 9012

Orchestral Works Volume 3
Burlesque Variations on an original Theme
Two Herrick Songs
GOCLP 9014

THE SOUNDS OF ALL OUR YESTERDAYS
PATHE NEWSREEL OF WORLD WAR 2

Brian Inglis (Narrator)

£5.75 recommended retail price incl. VAT. Postage & Packing 60p UK £1.50 Overseas
Distribution by Parnote, 47–51 Charlton Street, London NW1 or direct from CAMEO CLASSICS, 76 GARTSIDE STREET, MANCHESTER M3 3EL. Tel: 061 834 3992.
AARON COPLAND

Lincoln Portrait for narrator and orchestra
2.3.3.3—4.3.3.1—timp. perc. harp, celesta—strings
study score £5.95

Clarinet Concerto
harp—piano—strings
full score £20.00; study score £3.50

Appalachian Spring suite from the ballet
2.2.2.2—2.2.2.0—timp. perc. harp, piano—strings
full score £25.00; study score £5.95
also version for 13 instruments £30.00 and £4.95 respectively

Billy the Kid suite from the ballet
3.2.2.2—4.3.3.1—timp. perc. harp, piano—strings
full score £40.00; study score £7.50

All these works were featured in the London Symphony Orchestra’s recent all-Copland concert conducted by the composer at the Barbican on 19 November, with Jack Brymer as soloist in the Clarinet Concerto.
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133/4  Igor Markévitch double issue—Chronology; Catalogue of works; Partita (de Graeff), *Ioare* (Bennett), *Le Paradis perdu* (Markevitch, Moreux), Handel Variations (Mavrodin), The conductor's debt to the composer; also Drew on the early works. *Façade* (Driver), Del Tredici, Stockhausen, Sessions, etc.

135  Carl Ruggles (Babcock); Nikolai Roslavets (Foreman); Composers' Forum—Ladislav Kupkovic and Helmut Lachenmann; Holloway on Stravinsky, Northcott on Robert Simpson, Nash on Mahler books, Driver on Tippett and Maxwell Davies.

136  Homage to Béla Bartók (Panufnik, Regina, Xenakis); Bartókiana (Dorati); Finzi Discography (Diana McVeagh); Driver on Rzewski; Goehr on Monteverdi, Schiffer on Boulez, Coke on Kurtág.

137  Friedrich's 'Lulu' (Perle); Bartók's Bagatelles (Antokoletz); Composers of the World, De-Bow! (Keller); Brian Dennis’s Chinese Song-Cycles (Hill); Driver on Maxwell Davies, Skempton on Benoliel, Holloway on Knussen, Knussen on Perle.

138  Leopold Spinner—the last phase (Graubart); Serialism in Ives (Schoffman); The tonal structure of Brian’s ‘Gothic’ (Pike); Holloway on Shapey and Del Tredici, Shaw on Dallapiccola, Hill on Young.

139  Roberto Gerhard issue—Chronology; Wind Quintet (Nash); *Soirées de Barcelone* (MacDonald); Cantata (Walker, Drew); Symphony 2 (Bradow); Electronic Music (Davies); *This Sporting Life* (Lindsay Anderson); The Late Works (Donat).

140  Reflection after composition (Harvey); Maxwell Davies’s Piano Sonata (Griffiths); György Kurtag (1) by Stephen Walsh; Tributes to Cardew (Bradow, Schwertsik, Skempton); Ogdon on Havergal Brian; Noel Malcolm on Enesco.

141  Stravinsky: The Apollonian Clockwork (Schönberger, Andriessen); ‘Threni’ and its ‘debt’ to Krenek (Hogan); Benoliel on York Höller, Young on ‘Roll Over Rock’, Johnson on Shostakovich.

142  Carter’s ‘In Sleep, in Thunder’ (Schiff); The Music of Bernard Benoliel (MacDonald); György Kurtag (II) (Walsh); Putter on Markévitch’s Autobiography and Beethoven edition; Holloway on ‘Inori’; Matossian on Xenakis, MacDonald on Skempton, Layton on Erik Bergman.
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